Identify the key position. Units with interlock on the right hand side will have the key in the down position (Figure A). Units with interlock on the left hand side will have they key in the up position (Figure B).
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Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent.

If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service 800.482.1717.
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Before drawer insertion make sure the red tab on the end panel interlock slide is in the correct position. For units with interlock on the right hand side, the red tab must be in the down position (Figure C). Failure to do so will cause breakage to the tab and the slide will have to be replaced.
Before drawer insertion make sure the red tab on the end panel interlock slide is in the correct position. For units with interlock on the left hand side, the red tab must be in the up position (Figure D). Failure to do so will cause breakage to the tab and the slide will have to be replaced.

Once drawers have been fully inserted, test for proper drawer functionality. Open a drawer with interlock, then next try to pull another drawer out. It should remain locked. Now close the open drawer and repeat the above steps to make sure the other drawer remains locked in place. If a drawer fails a function test, check to see if the red tab has been sheared off. If so, a new slide must be ordered and replaced.